Móz Tides Ocean Waves is an innovative approach to customized wall décor. Affordably priced, ready to install, visually-dynamic aluminum panels. Modular kits save time and labor. Panels can be decorated with the unique colors and grains only available from Móz Designs with over 500 combinations.

STANDARD FEATURES

• Pre-rolled and finished solid-core Aluminum panels.
• Snap bars for attachment to the existing wall.*
• Standard panel sizes (scalable for small or large installations).
• Horizontal or Vertical Installation.
• Unique Móz Color & Grain options.

* Two (2) End Snap Bars are included for each installation. The number of Mid Snap Bars vary depending on the number of panels and layout of the installation.

Standard Panel Sizes:

OW1232 - 12” X 32” KIT
OW1632 - 16” X 32” KIT
OW1244 - 12” X 44” KIT
OW1644 - 16” X 44” KIT
OW2444 - 24” X 44” KIT
OW2456 - 24”X 56” KIT

Two (2) End Snap Bars are included for each installation. The number of Mid Snap Bars vary depending on the number of panels and layout of the installation.
CUSTOM OPTIONS

Customize your Tides Ocean Waves by varying panel sizes, staggering panels, and/or alternating color & grains. Custom sizes & layouts are also available.

- Alternating Panel Sizes.
- Staggered Panel Installation.
- Custom Options: special panel sizes/shapes, color matching, perforated, exterior.

OPTIONAL ADD-ONS